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New South Wales (NSW) is
Australia’s most populous

state, and Sydney is its largest city.
In August of 2005 the New South
Wales Law Reform Commission
issued a report that strongly recom-
mended that the system of unani-
mous jury verdicts in NSW should
be retained. The NSW Government
ignored that recommendation when
it announced on the 9th of Novem-

ber 2005, that they “…have, on
balance, decided to approve in
principle the introduction of a sys-
tem of majority verdicts.”1 The
government proposal is to allow
conviction by an 11-1 juror vote
after six hours of deliberation has
failed to result in a verdict. The
recent questioning of unanimity
has come shortly after the jury was
discharged in the Kerry Whelan

murder trial because they were un-
able to reach a verdict.2 NSW will
become one of several Australian
states that have introduced major-
ity verdicts.3 This article considers
some of the implications of aban-
doning the unanimous jury verdict.

Advantages of Non-unanimous
Jury Verdicts

The main argument that has been
advanced by supporters of majority
(non-unanimous) verdicts is that
they would reduce the opportuni-
ties for juries to hang, thereby re-
ducing the number of retrials. This

argument is based on the belief that
the administration of justice is frus-
trated when there is an irrational
juror who refuses to consider the
evidence in an impartial manner.4
Therefore, by eliminating the need
for unanimity an irrational juror
will no longer cause a hung jury.5
In turn, majority verdicts will re-
duce the number of undesirable
compromises that are made, with
dissenting jurors being persuaded
to conform to the majority view.6 If
these dissentient jurors are not per-
suaded then the unanimity rule

Walsh stated to reporters that Petro had no
right to say convicted killer Clarence Elkins
is innocent without examining the entire
case. Petro fired back stating, “I object so
much to that charge,” he said. “Where does
she get off? We have been engaged for quite
some time. Almost a year ago we said we
had real concerns in this matter because he
was totally excluded as a [DNA] match.” 7

In an editorial appearing in Cleveland’s The
Plain Dealer on November 7, 2005, prosecutor
Walsh was accused of trying to “construct a
fort of straw,” in the Elkins case, after the new
DNA evidence was discovered. The Plain
Dealer wisely observes, “... justice also calls
for something that won’t show up in the county
conviction rate: humility and the wisdom to
respect science, the evidence and the law.” 8

Walsh also threw a new twist into Elkins’
case by defending against the new DNA
evidence by claiming Ohio’s DNA statute
only allows one year for inmates to apply for
DNA testing. Since that statute had expired,
she claimed Elkins’ new DNA evidence was
time barred. An evidentiary hearing con-
cerning Elkins’ new DNA evidence was
scheduled for February 22, 2006, in the
Summit County Common Pleas Court.

During all the prosecution’s obstruction, the
42-year-old Elkins sat in prison, a spectator
to the comedy of errors, display of mis-
placed pride and misperceived political one-
upmanship.

“Pack Your Bags,
You’re Coming Home Baby”

Petro scheduled a press conference for the
morning of Thursday, December 15, 2005, to
announce the DNA test result of previously
untested crime scene evidence that both ex-

cluded Elkins, and implicated Mann. That test
was of a hair found in feces smeared on the
girl’s nightgown that she was wearing when
attacked. Fifteen minutes before that press
conference, prosecutor Walsh unexpectedly
reversed her position and filed a motion to
dismiss all charges against Elkins. Judge
Hunter, who just five months earlier had de-
nied Elkins’ motion for a new trial, granted the
motion and ordered Elkins’ immediate release.

Shortly after that Elkins’ wife Melinda told him
in a phone call, “Pack your bags, you’re coming
home baby.” 9 While waiting for his release to
be processed, Elkins said in a phone interview,
“When my wife told me I was coming home
today for good, I was just overwhelmed with
joy and tears of joy. I was amazed it was so
soon. I thought it was going to drag out.” 10

Elkins walked out of Mansfield Correctional
Institution about 4 p.m that afternoon. After
seven years of wrongful imprisonment, Elkins
told reporters outside the prison, “I don’t think
it’s really hit me yet. It’s strange. It’s different.
This is a day I will never forget.” 11

Walsh apologized to the Elkins’ family dur-
ing a press conference, while at the same time
defending her long-standing opposition to his
efforts for a new trial. She explained that she
only became convinced of Elkins’ innocence
after Mann had “miserably” failed five poly-
graph examinations in the preceding two

weeks, and made incriminating statements
during his post-examination interviews. Al-
though Mann hadn’t confessed, he had admit-
ted to being inside Johnson’s home on the day
she was murdered. After watching recent vid-
eotaped interviews, Walsh described Mann as
a “very strange” and “violent” person. She
said, “Based on our investigation, I no longer
have the doubt that I had in [Elkins] case.” 12

Although charges weren’t immediately filed
against Mann, it is expected that if they are,
Walsh will seek the death penalty.

It cannot go without saying that Elkins had
support from his wife Melinda, numerous
friends, and first class investigative and legal
aid in his fight for freedom. The tireless cam-
paigning on Elkin’s behalf resulted in na-
tional publicity for his case, including a
segment titled Star Witness on CBS’ 48
Hours television program broadcast on Sep-
tember 13, 2003. That broadcast revealed
additional exculpatory information in the
form of a lab report obtained by 48 Hours that
showed two hairs found on Johnson’s but-
tocks definitely did not originate from Elkins.
Detailed information about Elkins’ case is on
his website, http://www.freeclarence.com.
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“Melinda Elkins has been tireless in
trying to bring justice to her mother,
Judith Johnson, to her niece, and to
her husband, Clarence Elkins. She
has led the fight from Day One. She
was able to do something that the
police and prosecutors were not able
to do – solve this crime.”

Carey Hoffman, The Ohio Innocence
Project (Sept 2005)

Australian State Is Weakening Jury
Protection Of The Innocent
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would be undemocratic because it allows the
minority to frustrate the decision of the
majority.7 Those who favor majority verdicts
further argue that unanimity places an unwar-
ranted financial burden on the State and the
accused person.8 By implementing the majority
system there will be less hung juries, which will
relieve the State of the financial burden of retry-
ing cases.9 This notion is supported by the many
studies that have shown that juries operating
under a majority system will deliberate and
deliver the verdict faster.10 An additional argu-
ment that has been advanced in favor of major-
ity verdicts is that it reduces the possibility of
juror corruption because more than one juror
would need to be approached.11

Advantages of Unanimous Jury Verdicts

Although some of the arguments for majority
verdicts appear strong at first sight, they must
be considered in the wider context of the crim-
inal justice system. Firstly, the arguments in
favour of a majority system would carry a
greater degree of weight if hung juries were a
common occurrence.12 Research suggests that
the Australian States that have implemented
majority verdicts have only marginally lower
rates of hung juries than Queensland (where
unanimous verdicts are still required).13 Thus,
implementing a majority system would only
slightly decrease the incidence of hung
juries.14 It can also be argued that a larger
number of hung juries is beneficial to the
criminal justice system because it serves to
affirm the integrity of the jury and ensures that
the judgment of each juror is valued. There-
fore, it would be a mistake to assume that
hung juries are indicative of a failing system.15

It is acknowledged that the implementation of
the majority rule would represent some ad-
ministrative and economic savings that ac-
company jury disagreements. However, these
savings are, at best, very modest.16 They also
come at a cost to the quality of our judicial
system, with the loss of an important
protection.17 The economic savings that may
be bought about by the majority system should
not be prioritised over the interests of justice.18

Another drawback of majority jury verdicts
is the view of a dissenting juror is negated.19

If reasonable doubt exists in the mind of one
juror then arguably a shadow is cast over the
validity of the conviction.20 As was noted in
Cheatle v The Queen “…assuming that all
jurors are acting reasonably, a verdict re-
turned by the majority of the jurors, over the
dissent of others, objectively suggests the
existence of reasonable doubt and carries a
greater risk of conviction of the innocent than
does a unanimous verdict.”21 In a majority
system the prosecution’s burden of persua-
sion is lighter than in a unanimous system,

where all twelve jurors need to be convinced
of the defendant’s guilt.22 Therefore, the
practice of a majority verdict beyond a rea-
sonable doubt is a contradiction in terms.23

Research suggests that juries operating under a
majority system deliberate quicker and reach a
verdict in less time.24 This is largely because
juries can stop deliberating if a majority is
obtainable immediately.25 It is at this time that
errors occur and the jury often asks the judge
questions regarding the required standard of
proof.26 The majority system may not promote
a full and passionate discussion of the issues.
As a result the jury may start with the verdict
category and then construct a story to fit.27 In
turn, if a majority system was implemented it
is likely to increase the incidence of the acci-
dental conviction of innocent people.28 A unan-
imous system operates as one of the ‘checks
and balances’, which aims to protect the inno-
cent from wrongful conviction.29 Therefore, we
should be concerned about abandoning it in
favour of the majority rule, which diminishes
one of the procedures that has been established
to protect the accused person.30

Conclusion

Unanimous jury verdicts should not be aban-
doned in New South Wales. The supposed
defects of unanimous verdicts will not be
overcome by a majority system, and it is
likely to bring with it another set of prob-
lems. Full and passionate jury deliberation is
essential to the operation of the reasonable
doubt standard. Majority jury verdicts un-
dercut the prosecution’s requirement to
prove a defendant’s guilt beyond a reason-
able doubt. Unanimity is an essential safe-
guard to protect the interests of all accused
persons. By negating the view of a dissent-
ing juror the danger of convicting the inno-
cent will increase. There are sound reasons
to believe that implementing majority ver-
dicts in NSW will derogate the quality of
justice in our judicial system. That is unac-
ceptable in a society that professes to be just.

Serena Nicholls is a former student member and current
volunteer of the Griffith University Innocence Project,
in Southport, Queensland, Australia. The views
expressed in this article do not necessarily represent the
views of the GU Innocence Project. Their website is,
http://www.gu.edu.au/school/law/innocence/home.html
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to assess that his alibi defense was consistent
with Gibson’s lack of involvement.

Yet Judge Carr didn’t think the prosecution’s
conduct was fraudulent. Spirko appealed to the
federal Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals. During
oral arguments on December 6, Spirko’s law-
yer Thomas Hill argued, “The star witness for
the state did not believe the very theory that he
was a proponent of.” On December 22, 2005,
the Sixth Circuit affirmed Carr’s ruling.

Although Spirko’s post-conviction investi-
gations have accumulated substantive evi-
dence that doesn’t just undermine the
evidentiary basis relied on by Ohio to obtain
his conviction, but supports his actual inno-
cence, he has not been granted an eviden-
tiary hearing by any state or federal court.

As of late-December, the DNA test results
have not been publicly released.

Barring the revelation of evidence of Spirko’s
guilt prior to January 19, 2006, that the State
has not produced in the 23 years since
Mottinger’s murder, Justice:Denied will be
submitting a letter to Governor Taft request-
ing that he grant Spirko executive
clemency and a full pardon.


